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 Overview and welcome
 Trends in Charitable Giving During COVID

Agenda

 Recent Tax Law Changes
 Charitable Giving Strategies
 August Applicable Federal Rate (AFR) – lowest in history
 Q & A – we’d love to hear from you!
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Polling
Question

1

Which best describes you:
1. I work for a charity.
2. I am a financial advisor, accountant or attorney.
3. I am an individual who wants to learn more about
charitable giving strategies.
4. I’m participating because I enjoy virtual meetings.
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Trends in Charitable Giving During COVID

 What has been the effect on nonprofit organizations?
 How have donors responded?
 What are donor-advised funds, and what has their impact
been on the current crisis?
 Which organizations are receiving contributions?
 Time for personal inventory and planning
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Trends in Charitable Giving During COVID
Community Foundations: Philanthropy’s First Responders
 $1 billion+ to support on-the-ground efforts
 $800 million+ mobilized directly to nonprofits
 Nearly 800 community foundations in the U.S. Grassroots efforts have
been unprecedented
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Trends in Charitable Giving During COVID
What are the areas of greatest need?
 Food assistance
 Technology assistance





Credible information in vulnerable communities
Mental health counseling
Youth and educational programming
Access to temporary shelter
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Trends in Charitable Giving During COVID
Akron Community Foundation Community Response Fund
 447 gifts, $623,000
 113 grants totaling $453,298
 Expansion to include funding initiatives to combat racism
 Fluid deadline
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Polling
Question

2

I feel as if I am up-to-date with the
changes in the tax laws and how they
impact my charitable giving:
1. Confident.
2. Somewhat Confident.
3. Could use some guidance.
4. No idea – please tell me where to start.
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Recent Tax Law Changes
Tax Cuts & Jobs Act
December 2017



Individual Tax Reform: personal rates & deductions;
AMT; Estate & GST tax, and more.
Business Tax Reform: corporate rates &
deductions; depreciation; accounting methods, etc.

SECURE Act: Setting Every
Community Up for Retirement
Enhancement

CARES Act: Coronavirus Aid,
Relief & Economic Security
Act
March 27, 2020



Paycheck Protection Program
Various provisions to aid American
workers, families, & businesses
• 2020 RMD Waiver; 401K Loans;
Penalty waivers, others

December 20, 2019



Changed RMD from age 70 ½ to 72
Eliminated the “stretch” IRA
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To
Itemize
or
Not to
Itemize?
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New CARES Non-Itemizer Rule
Non-itemizers can deduct up
to $300 above-the-line
 Check Schedule A
 Cash Gifts Only
 Some Exclusions Apply
 No End Date

Help
Others

Help
Yourself
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2020 AGI Limitations
CARES adds a 100% of AGI
limitation for cash gifts to charity.
 Some exclusions apply

Donors can blend deductions for
limits:

Provision is elective.
 Note Taxable income is AGI minus
itemized deductions
 Note interplay of other itemized
deductions like Medical, SALT and
Mortgage interest

 Gift of 30% of AGI in appreciated stock
(held over 1 year) and 70% of in cash
would be acceptable
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Polling
Question

3

In the future, federal income tax
rates will be:
1. Lower than they are today.
2. About the same as they are today.
3. At least 10% higher than they are today.
4. At least 25% higher than they are today.
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Don’t Give Cash
Gifting appreciated property is
superior to gifts of cash
Publicly-traded securities are
easy:
 30% of AGI limit
 Capital gains tax eliminated
 Must be held > 1 yr.
 Gift valued at FMV
 Can go to DAF or all other types of
charities

Example:
Gift $50,000 of XYZ stock with basis of
$10,000, $50,000 deductions (pending std
deduction) and no tax on $40,000 gain.
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Swap to Maximize
$50,000
deduction

Concept:
Gift a security, and replace it
Example:

Buy $50,000



Gift $50,000 of XYZ, basis of $10,000



Get $50,000 deduction, save CG on
$40,000



Buy $50,000 of XYZ



No wash sale, since no loss
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Use the QCD
(Qualified Charitable Distribution)
Direct distribution to charity
from IRA

Can help on state taxes (AGI
based)

 Age 70 ½, NOT 72

 IRAs only

 2020 RMD suspension does not
change QCD

 Can use less or more than RMD, but
no more than $100,000

 Reduces AGI

 Exclusions apply

 Reduces ‘floors’ – Social Security,
etc.
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Asset Placement Post-SECURE
Kids vs. Charity
Concept:
Taxable assets to charity and nontaxable to humans

IRA

Example:
 Couple has $1M IRA and $1M House. Want to
give one to charity and the other to kids
 Gift of IRA to charity eliminates income taxes
• IRA to kids causes up to 37% fed tax plus
state tax (possibly up to 13.3%). SECURE
mandates 10 years

$1M - $taxes =
$500-600K

$1M
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Asset Placement Post-SECURE
Kids vs. Charity Splitting IRA
Potential problem of charity not
being a ‘qualified beneficiary,’ could
accelerate other beneficiary payouts
(5 yr. versus 10 yr.)
Remedy:
Distribute charity’s portion by 9/30 of
year after death – Or – create a
separate IRA for charity

IRA

IRA

IRA
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Polling
Question

4

Regarding donor-advised funds:
1. I currently have one.
2. I don’t have one, but I know what they are
and how they work.
3. I’ve heard of them, but I haven’t explored
them because they are for rich people.
4. Help, what are they?
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Donor-Advised Fund: Donate Now, Distribute Later
Concept:
A Donor-Advised Fund (DAF)
allows a current tax deduction and
designated donations made in the
future
 Can give appreciated property
 DAF grows tax-free
 Subject to AGI limits (30%)
 Assets must go to a charity (watch galas or
pledges)
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Bunching For Fun and Write-Offs
Concept:
Make large donation to charity or
DAF in high income year, use
donation to time contributions
e.g. give charity two- or three-years
worth of contributions

Example:
The Smiths have $10,000 of SALT deductions,
$10,000 of Mortgage interest and normally gift
about $4,000 per year to their charities
 Their itemized are under the standard
deduction for 2020 of $24,800 is greater, so
no benefit
 ‘Bunch’ $12,000 of contributions and get
deduction of $32,000
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Polling
Question

5

Regarding a bequest or IRA
designation to charity:
1. I currently have one or both.
2. I haven’t done either but would consider it.
3. I haven’t done either and probably won’t.
4. I won’t do either, my heirs will need every
penny.
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SECURE CRT IRA
Concept:
Use a Charitable Remainder Trust as
an IRA beneficiary
 Allows a stretch up to 20 years (versus 10
years under SECURE)
 Tax-free growth in IRA
 Charity gets balance at end of period
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Charitable Lead Annuity Trusts (CLATs)

 Annual payments to charity
with annuity based on the
§7520 rate
 Excess appreciation to heirs at
the end of the trust term
 Non-Grantor vs. Grantor
(Reversionary vs. NonReversionary)
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The Impact of Low Interest Rates CLAT –
$1,000,000 – 15 Years
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Questions & Answers
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FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
COVID-19: sequoia-financial.com/COVID-19-RESOURCES
PODCAST: sequoia-financial.com/PODCASTS
TALK TO AN ADVISOR: sequoia-financial.com/TALK
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To begin the conversation, we invite you to schedule a complimentary meeting with our Advisors. Visit
www.sequoia-financial.com/talk or reach out to any of our panelists by phone or email.
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Disclosures
This material does not constitute tax, legal, investment or any other type of professional advice. You should consult with a qualified tax, legal or financial
advisor prior to making a decision. The financial instruments discussed in this brochure may not be suitable for all investors and investors must make their
own investment decisions based upon their specific financial situations and investment objectives. Information has been obtained from sources believed
to be reliable, but we do not guarantee their accuracy or completeness. While we have taken great care in the preparation of these materials, we cannot
be responsible for clerical, computational, or other errors. Except where otherwise indicated herein, the information provided herein is based on matters
as they exist as of the date of preparation, and may not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or
changes occurring after the date hereof. Some images Author is Unknown and are licensed under CC BY-SA.
Investment advisory services offered through Sequoia Financial Advisors, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. Registration as an investment
advisor does not imply a certain level of skill or training.
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